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Abstract: Unit commitment problem is a large scale nonlinear hybrid integer programming problem. Optimal unit com-
mitment scheduling involves determining on/off states of units and determining generations of units. This paper proposes 
an improved particle swarm optimization (IPSO) for the solution of optimal unit commitment problem (UCP). In the pro-
posed approach, the on/off states of units are limited into feasible schedules by providing a new method related to a new 
time order at first. After that, the problem is transformed into a simple economic load dispatch problem. Then this dis-
patch problem is solved by an improved priority list technique instead of the classical equal lambda-iteration method. All 
the above improvements are embedding into the framework of particle swarm optimization approach for UCP. It is seen 
from the results of numerical example that the proposed IPSO approach surely possesses a high quality and a high con-
vergence speed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of optimal unit commitment problem 
(UCP) for power system is to determining the on/off state of 
every generating unit and the generation of every committed 
unit for a given horizon, under various operating constraints, 
including fuel constraints, multiple emission requirements, 
ramp rate limits, minimum up and down time limits and 
proper spinning reserves. Since the optimal commitment 
scheduling can save huge amount of costs and improve reli-
ability of power system, many methods have been developed 
to solve the UCP, such as Lagrange Relax (LR) [1], Dynam-
ic Programming (DP) [2], and Genetic Algorithm (GA) [3]. 
But they all have disadvantages. The main problem of LR is 
the difficulty encountered in obtaining feasible solutions. DP 
is flexible but it may lead to “curse of dimensionality”. The 
shortcoming of GA is massive calculations and it is difficult 
in dealing with nonlinear constraints. 

Based on the analogy of swarm of bird and school of fish, 
particle swarm optimization (PSO) is suggested by Kennedy 
and Eberhart in 1995 [4]. It searches not only local optimal 
solution but also global optimal solution and it can easily 
deal with various difficult nonlinear constraints, with fewer 
experienced parameters than other methods, so it can gives 
out a relatively optimal solution quickly. In recent years, it 
has been used in many fields to solve complex optimal prob-
lems for its flexibility and efficiency [5-7]. In power systems, 
PSO has also been greatly used, including solving optimiza-
tion of reactive power flow [8], state estimation of  
 
 

distribution systems [9] and optimization of compensation 
condenser configurations [10], proving that the algorithm is 
easy to manipulate. Recently, evolution algorithms [11-16] 
have also been widely used in the solution of optimal unit 
commitment problem. 

In this paper, the authors split up traditional UCP into 
two stages: optimization of on/off states of generating units 
and optimization of generations of committed units. The 
on/off states of generating units are limited into feasible re-
gions at first stage through a novel time order introduced. An 
improved priority list technique is employed instead of using 
the equal lambda-iteration technique which only uses the 
average fuel cost at the full load of units. All the above im-
provements are embedding into the particle swarm optimiza-
tion approach for UCP, and the result of the numerical ex-
ample given by later shows that the new method can really 
give out good result quickly. 

2. FORMULATION OF UCP 

2.1. Objective Function 

The object for UCP is to find out the solution that the to-
tal production cost can be minimized and satisfy all kinds of 
constraints. The total production cost F is the sum of the fuel 
cost and start-up cost for all units during a time horizon. 
Thus, the objective function of the UC problem is 
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where N is the number of generators; T is the total schedul-
ing periods; U(i,t) is the on/off status of unit i at time  
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t(U(i,t) = 1 when on and U(i,t) = 0 when off); P(i,t) is gener-
ation of unit i at time t; fi(P(i,t))is the fuel cost function of 
unit i with corresponding P(i,t), and it can be expressed as a 
second-order polynomial as follows: 

  
f (P(i,t)) = a(i)+ b(i)P(i,t)+ c(i)P2(i,t)  (2) 

where a(i), b(i) and c(i) represent the unit cost coefficients; 
STi

t is the generator start-up cost for restarting a de-
committed generating unit, which is associated with the 
number of hours during which the unit has been off. In gen-
eral, the start-up cost can be expressed as follows:  
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where Toff(i,t) is the duration for which unit i has remained 
offline at hour t and Mindown(i) is the minimum down-time 
of the unit i. 

2.2. System and Unit Constraint 

a) System load constrains: 
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=∑ where ( )DP t  is the system load 

demand at hour t. 
b) Generation power limits: 
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minimum and maximum generation power of unit i; 
c) Spinning reserve constraints:  
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≥ +∑  where ( )RP t  is the 

spinning reserve requirement, which is assumed to be 10% 
of the hourly demand ( )DP t  in this article; 

d) Minimum up-time/down-time constraints:  
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where ( )Minup i  and 

( )Mindown i  is the minimum up-time and down-time of the 
unit i; 

e) Initial states constraints: 
The initial status at the start of period should also be tak-

en into account. 

  

Ton(i, 1) = Initial(i)+U (i,1)           , Initial(i) > 0 &U (i,1) = 1

Toff (i,1) = ! Initial(i)+ (1!U (i,1)), Initial(i) < 0 &U (i,1) = 0
 

3. OVERVIEW OF PSO 

A classical PSO usually generates a randomly diversified 
population with M particles. The fitness of all the individuals 
would be calculated through some way with accordance to 
their position which usually stands for the solution of the 
optimization problem. The particle with the best fitness val-

ue would be chose as the gbest and the current position of 
each particle would be set as its own pbest. Then the iterative 
process of the PSO would be performed until some preset 
criteria are met. In the iterative process, all the individuals 
would adjust their position through the velocity and position 
update formulations firstly. Then each particle would com-
pare its current new fitness with that of its own best one 
which means the fitness of its pbest and the winner would 
replace the pbest. Finally, the best one of all the pbest would 
be chose as the gbest. The velocity and position update for-
mulations for each particle of the swarm are expressed as: 
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where ω  is the inertia weight factor related to the iterations; 
1c  and 2c  are the learning factors; 1rand  and 2rand  are the 

random numbers lie in [0, 1]; ,
k
i dp  and ,

k
i dv  are the dth di-

mension position and velocity of particle i at iteration k, re-
spectively; k

dgbest  is the dth dimension best position for all 

particles and ,
k
i dpbest  is the dth dimension’s best position for 

particle i at iteration k. The flow chart for classical PSO is 
shown in Fig. (1). 

4. IMPROVED PSO APPROACH FOR UCP (IPSO) 

As we can see, there are two types of variable quantities 
for each particle in UCP, U(i,t) and P(i,t), while U(i,t) is a 
0/1 integer variable and P(i,t) is continuous variable. Though 
PSO performs perfect in solving continuous optimization 
problems, it is not an effective algorithm for mixed integer 
optimization problems, so we have to do some changes for 
UCP in using PSO. 

4.1. Initialization for U(i,t) 

The first thing for IPSO is to limit all initializations of 
unit’s state into feasible solutions. Traditional methods have 
fateful disadvantage on dealing with constraints: they usually 
restart the handling process once there is no proper or feasi-
ble solution. In that case, more time would be consumed and 
the feasible solutions may not be found finally [17, 18]. As 
for traditional time order (from t=1 to t=T), scheduling often 
gets stuck in the situation that the load demand is fitted for 
the hour t but not fitted for hour t+1 if the load of time t+1 is 
larger than that of time t, when considering the constrain of 
minimum up/down times constraint [19, 20]. 

The new method points out a way to form a new time or-
der in optimizing on/off states. Finding out the time of load 
demand’s maximum pole which is bigger than other load 
demands, form a new time order that follows the direction of 
decreasing load demand, keep the load demand in order r is 
always bigger than its next order r+1. Start the optimization 
of states from the time of pole and then schedule according 
to the new time order. In this order, the situation referred 
before can be avoided and the speed can be improved. Like 
the example given in the article in Section 5, we can see the 
time of maximum pole for the example is 12, so the new 
time optimizing order is 12, 13, 11, 14, 10, 15, 9, ... . 
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The basic steps for optimizing the on/off states are as fol-
lows: 

Step 1: For t=1,2,...,T, i=1,2,...,N, create a random inte-
ger-matrix U with dimension N×T, like U=

U(1,1) U(1,2) U(1,3) U(1,T)
U(2,1) U(2,2) U(2,3) U(2,T)

U(N,1) U(N,2) U(N,3) U(N,T)

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

M M M M

	   	   	   . . . 	  
	   . . . 	  

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   . . . 	   	   	  
	   	   . . . 	  

 ; 

Step 2: According to the new time order, set 
t=rn(n=1,2,...,T). For each unit, considering its minimum 
up/down time constraint, and if the distance from rn to rn-1is 
small than its minimum up/down time, only consider the 
constraint to rn-1; 

Step 3: R(t) represents the spinning reserve at hour t and 
can be expressed as follows: 

max
1

( )
N

i
P i

=
∑ D RR( t ) = U( i , t ) -‐ P ( t ) -‐ P ( t ) ; 

Step 4: If R(t)<0, calculate average full-load cost of each 
uncommitted unit hour t and sort the units in the ascending 
order to obtain a list of SS1 according to Priority List. Set 
every U(i,t)=1 if not violate its minimum down time con-
straint in order until R(t)+Pmax(i)≥0. If the distance from rn to 
rn-1 is small than its minimum down time, only consider the 
constraint to rn-1; 

Step 5: Update the R(t); 
Step 6: Calculate the average full-load cost of each com-

mitted unit at hour t and sort the units in the descending or-
der to obtain a list of SS2 according to Priority List. For eve-
ry i in SS2, if R(t)≥Pmax(i), than set U(i, rn)=0 if not violate 
its minimum up time constraint in order. If the distance from 
rn to rn-1 is small than its minimum up/down time, only con-
sider the constraint to rn-1; 

Step 7: Consider the initial state constraints. If fitted, set 
t=tt+1 according to the new time order and back to step 2 
until the new time order is over. 

4.2. Optimization for P(i,t) for Certain U(i,t) 

After U(i,t) has been determined, the optimization for 
P(i,t) becomes a simple economic load dispatch problem, 
which can be presented as follows: 
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Fig. (1). Flow chart for classical PSO. 
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Within the feasible unit commitment schedule, classical 
equal lambda-iteration method can be used to solve the prob-
lem [11], and classical PSO can be used to solve this prob-
lem also. Compared with these methods, Priority list (PL) 
method is easier and quicker. So PL method can save time if 
the method is properly used. Traditional PL method is de-
scribed as follows: 

Step 1: The average full-load cost of a unit is defined as 
the cost per unit of power ($/MW) when the unit is at its full 
capacity. This average full-load cost of a unit according to 
the fuel cost function given by Eq. (2) can be expressed as: 

max
max

max max

( ( ))
( )

( ) ( )
i i

i i i
f P i a

b c P i
P i P i

α = = + +
 

Step 2: The units are ranked by their α in ascending or-
der. Thus, the traditional priority list of units would be for-
mulated based on the order of iα in which a unit with the 
lowest iα would have the highest priority to be dispatched. 

Instead of the traditional PL technique using the average 
full-load cost of a unit to sort the order of units, the im-
proved PL technique adopted in this paper employs the aver-
age cost of a unit at different power generation levels, such 
as the minimum output power, the average output power and 
even just ib  without the influence of output changes for sim-
plicity. Through the comparisons among the different orders 
and their corresponding results obtained by the different 
power output levels, the best one would be chosen as the 
final output. 

4.3. Implementation of the IPSO for Solving UCP 

Because the optimization of U(i,t) is a mixed integer op-
timization problem, we can change the basic update formula-
tions for the position and velocity of particles into the fol-
lowing expressions [11]: 

 

1
, 1 , , 2 ,( ) ( )k k k k k
i d i d i d d i dv pbest p gbest pω ω+ = ⊗ ⊕ + ⊗ ⊕  (3) 
1 1

, , ,
k k k
i d i d i dp p v+ += ⊕  (4) 

where “⊕ ” denotes “XOR” operator; “⊗ ” denotes “AND” 
operator; “+” denotes “OR” operator; 1ω  and 2ω  are two 
random binary integer numbers uniformly distributed in the 
range of [0, 1]. The detailed implementation with the pro-
posed IPSO approach four UCP is described as follows. 

 Step 1: Initialization each individual’s U(i,t) and limit 
them into feasible solutions; 

Step 2: For every individual, compare and find out the 
optimal P(i,t) for determined U(i,t) with different PL. 

Step 3: Compare each particle’s objective function F to 
its best one and update the best position (pbest) of the parti-
cle and the particle who owns the best objective F is set as 
the global best position gbest. 

Step 4: Modify the velocity and position of each particle 
in the swarm using Eqs. (3) and (4). 

Step 5: Back to step 2 until the maximum iteration num-
ber is reached. 

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The IPSO approach gives by the article is applied to UCP 
for realistic power systems in range of 10 units to 100 units, 
along with 24 h load demands. The detailed parameters for 
ten units system come from Ref. [11]. And it’s can also be 
proved by larger scale system in which data are obtained by 
duplicating the ten-unit case and adjusting the load demands 
in proportion to the size of the system. 

The convergence characteristic for UCP using the pro-
posed IPSO approach is demonstrated in Fig. (2). From this 
figure, it can be obviously found that the IPSO has a quite  
 

 

Fig. (2). Convergence characteristics for UCP using IPSO approach. 
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competitive convergence speed. The states of all generating 
units and the generation for them are shown in Table 1 and 
Table 2, respectively. It is found from the two figures that 
the schedule states and the generations satisfy all the con-
straints of UCP. 

The comparison of the IPSO in this paper with other 
methods is shown in Table 3, including LR [21], GA [3], EP 
[22], HPSO [23], SA [24] and GAUC [25]. According to the 
comparison of Table 3, it is clearly seen that the IPSO ob-
tains a better result than other methods considered. Besides, 
it can be observed that the IPSO has a stable result, which 
means that IPSO is reliable in solving UCP. 

Hence, we can get a conclusion that the proposed ap-
proach can get competitive results of UCP at some faster 
convergence speed. 

CONCLUSION 

The article presents a novel IPSO algorithm for UCPs in 
power systems. This proposed approach splits up the UCP 
into two stages. A new time order, which can avoid the terri-
ble situation that traditional methods may meet, is proposed 
at the first stage for the optimization of on/off state for  
each unit. At the second stage, which means the optimal  

  

Table 1. Result of U(i,t). 

Time 
Unit States 

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 Unit 6 Unit 7 Unit 8 Unit 9 Unit 10 

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

4 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

5 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

6 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

7 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

8 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 

11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 

14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

15 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

16 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

17 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

18 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

19 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 

21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

22 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

23 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

24 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 2. Result of P(i,t). 

Time 
Unit Generation (MW) 

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 5 Unit 6 Unit 7 Unit 8 Unit 9 Unit 10 

1 455 245 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 455 295 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 455 370 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 

4 455 455 0 0 40 0 0 0 0 0 

5 455 390 0 130 25 0 0 0 0 0 

6 455 360 130 130 25 0 0 0 0 0 

7 455 410 130 130 25 0 0 0 0 0 

8 455 455 130 130 30 0 0 0 0 0 

9 455 455 130 130 85 20 25 0 0 0 

10 455 455 130 130 162 33 25 10 0 0 

11 455 455 130 130 162 73 25 10 10 0 

12 455 455 130 130 162 80 25 43 10 10 

13 455 455 130 130 162 33 25 10 0 0 

14 455 455 130 130 85 20 25 0 0 0 

15 455 455 130 130 30 0 0 0 0 0 

16 455 310 130 130 25 0 0 0 0 0 

17 455 260 130 130 25 0 0 0 0 0 

18 455 360 130 130 25 0 0 0 0 0 

19 455 455 130 130 30 0 0 0 0 0 

20 455 455 130 130 162 33 25 10 0 0 

21 455 455 130 130 85 20 25 0 0 0 

22 455 455 0 0 145 20 25 0 0 0 

23 455 425 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 

24 455 345 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 3. Comparison of the IPSO with other methods. 

Method Number of Trials Population Size Maximum Generation Best ($) Mean ($) Worst ($) 

LR / / / 566,107 / / 

GA 20 50 500 565,825 / 570,032 

EP 20 50 500 564,551 565,352 566,231 
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Table 3. contd.. 

Method Number of Trials Population Size Maximum Generation Best ($) Mean ($) Worst ($) 

HPSO 50 20 1000 563,942 564,772 565,785 

SA 10 / / 565,828 565,988 566,260 

UCC-GA 20 20 500 563,977 / 565,606 

IPSO 20 20 1000 593,977 564,006 564,018 

 

generations of the committed units, the article proposed a 
modified priority list technique instead of the classical equal 
lambda-iteration method. Both of these variations can help to 
improve the convergence speed and simplify the programs. 
The simulation results provided by the numerical example 
clearly reveal that the proposed IPSO algorithm can be used 
as an excellent optimizer in solving UCP. 
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